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Abstract

This paper reviews highlights of research on teaching conducted in

the 1970's, di,Scusses current.irends, and considers accbmplishmentS likely

to be forthComing in the 1980's. The latter include better attention to

context in*collecting classroom data and qualifying its probable generffliza-
.

bility, more and better measurement of progress toward affective outcomes

ofinstruction (in addition: ta continued attention to cmnitive outcomegc,

development of explanations for process-proceSs'and pradess-autcome linkages.

.prewitly"reeOgnizetd but not fully understood, and better integration of re-

search on teaching with research on.lrearning:-



ti RECENT RESEARCH ON TEACHING

'C 2 ;
.% 1. Jere Prop*.

This is a comment on recent research on teaching, especially te-.

search, that links teaching processes to their outcomes (student leer ,

'king and attitudes). Several recent revils of the major findings of work

in this field are available elsewhere ($Xophy, 1979a;' Good, 1979; Medley,'

'44. 1979; reterson & Walberg, 1979; Roilenshine, 1979), as are methodcAgital
, s

commentaries. (Berlinet, 1977; Brottly, 1979b; Doyle; 1977)-. Consequently,

this paper.will,foCus on the possible meanings and &mplications of this

work and 'on its probable directions in the 1980's.

A Look at the 1970'S

The 19701s were a decacre4T greatexeitement and progress in research
...0On

4
'teitching, For the first.time,,researchersconcentrated on the individual
.,_.'..

q
. v .

teaChetaS the it of analysis (rather than masking individual teacher ef-,

feats. by aggregating from all teachers working at a given school or 1q
using A given curriculUM), and,unre specifically, collecteddata baeed.on

. . .
.. -..., ,

.

sustained. -observation of teacher behavior (rather than. pencil and piper- ,-

measurement o teachers' status characteristics, attitudes, or personalities).

They also began to focus more on inservice rather'than preservide teachers,

*hich abed them to study teaching under more'naturalistic conditions

. 1
This Pflpri '4,43 deliv.c. as all invited presentation to. the annual

meeting of the Northeastern Uucational"Research Asiociation, October, 1980.
The author Wishes -to thank June Smith for her .assistance' in manuscript pre-
paration.

2
Jere Brophy is coordinator of the Classroom Strategy Studyand'a pro-

fessor of student teaching and professional development, and'couneeling
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) and to compare groups who.had established.contrasting track records of.

effectiveness As"defined by -relative success in producing student learning

gains on stilndardized.tests: Comparability of data from different teachers

was enhanced by exercising control over the contexts within which instruc-

tion was to be observed. (grade level, subject matter, student status charac-

teristics, time of year) and/or by observing teachers often and Tong enough

to buildup a reliable sample of their teaching behavior. Sophisticated4

,multivariate-classroom- observation systems were introduced that (1) combined

high. inference ratings with low inference coding of spectific behaviors, (2) .

allowed for separate coding and analysis of behavior, that occurred in separate

contexts, and (3) expressed classi=oom process meaeures.not merely as fre-

qUencies per unit of time but as percentages of the total number of

times that the behavior in question might have been observed or wedted.

These and other methOdological improvements (cf. Brophy, 1979 b) used

initially in several correlational gtudieg,(BrophY & Evertson, 1976;

.Evertson, Anderson, Anderson, &trophy, 1979; Good & Grouws,, 1977; McDonald

& Elias., 1976; Soar & Soar, 1972; Stallings & Kaskowitz, Note 1; Tikunoff,

Berliner, &llist, Note 2), and later in e rimental' studies (Anderson,

EVertson,& Brophy,.1979; Good &.Grouws, 1979; Program on Teaching Effec-
\

tiveness, 1978; Stallings, Cory, Fairweather, & Needels, Note 3),have

yielded a reasonably coherent body of data linking FTerific charac-.

(-1t1 u saviors to student learning of basic skills. Following

are a few of the maj6r conlEisions from this work.

Teachers Make a Difference

Common sense euggests that some teachers will teach more, or teach

ffectively, than others, so that their students will learn more. Yet,

late 1960' , writers like Stephilne (1967) asserted that learning de-

A 1



pended almost entirely on events occurring. spontaneously within students,,

.so that the identity and tiehavior of the teacher were almost irrelevant.

0e
Data from the -- Coleman `;report (Coleman, Campbell,Hobeon,' MOPartland,

Mood Weinfield, & York;. 1966) seemed to support this. However, 1970rs

# ,

reserch, focusing On. the\eacher as the unit of analysis, established.' ,
,

4

that some teachers are reliably mote effective, than others. Correlations

of class-mean r413idual-gain scores from one year to the next usually

aieraged about .30, despite cha ges in*class size and composition,

cohort effects unique to specific classes, or teacher health and wel are

factors that militate against stabi ity in teacher behavior or teacher

effects (Acland, 1976; Veldman & Brop y, 1974).

Teacher Expectations and Role Definitio s are Important

Students tend to learn more when their teachers believe that instruc-.

sting students in the curriculum is basic to the teaching role, expect their

students to learn, and act accordingly. The-se teaciNis make it their husi:

ness to see that students master key objectives of the cur-f'

teaching or finding anotter way to r ___! ippr,ach 18 rauL. SUC-

1 UU8 1....41016, task-oriented clas ooms.,

Effective Teachers Keep Students Engaged in'Meaningf Tasks

Effective teachers are successfulsJm part because they not only allo-

cate a lot of time for instruction but actually spend gost.of that time

actively instructing the studentsor supervising their work on assignments.

They minimize the time devoted to transitions and other purely procedural

4

matters, and especially the time devoted to dealing with classroom disrup-

tions. In part, they accomplish this by displaying signal continuity, with-



jtness, overla4ingnesg, challenge hnd Variety in assignments, and. other

14inciples of effective group organization and management defined by Kounin

(1970). Much of this boils down .0)minimiging disruption and off-task be-

havior through prevention. Students are likely to remain attentive and.en-
.

gaged when their teAher presents an appropriate activity for them to focus

rin, keeps it moving at a good pace, and monitors their responsiveness.

Recent work-by Evertson and Andergon (197) shows that organizing

the classroom to maximize student engagement in meaningful tasks involveg

a great deal of instruction in classroom procedures and routines,:especially

in the early grades. It may be necessary for the teacher to begin the.year

by giving detailed instructions, perhaps supplemented with'Opportunities

for practice and feedback; to teach student; when and how to make smooth

transitions between acti-Ities, 'sharpen pencils, obtain needed equipme7t,

get help with an assignment, or .check their work. Classrooms that seem

to run automatically usw.-11, roq_Tt frAr-carefl.:1 :anning, pre!..:,rat ln,

and direct instruction in :nes4e -,ror...e7ures

N
and les at the ot.g1-,ning

of tt._.,e year, with periodic review as needed.
m-- .

4/
m. .

Tagk engagement is not enough by itself Students must i)e.engaged

in meaningful tasks if they are going to learn efficiently.
Although var-

.,' ' .e.

iety and a degree of challenge are tmportan , the key variableseems to

be pacingf Students seem to learn the most when they proceed rapidly but

in versmall steps. 'They can answer most (70-80%), of the questions that

teachers ask during group activities when they
a
(the teachers).are avail-

,\* 4able to give feedback. In seatwork assignments when students are ex-.

pected to manage their ow learning, success rates approaching,100% are

necessary. . -Seatwok shou d not'be busy work assigned merely to Reep )
4,

,
,,

iistudents occupied rather than/because it provides0 practice in relevant*...,,

. .

knowledge or sktirs, buts it Ighould be;' easy enough for students to.experi-

4



ence success if thefy apply themselves. Students consistently given work

that is too difficult for them can be expected t give up, and eventually

1/ to.become "motivltion protlems."

This is well known to educatOrs as a general principle, of gourei

but recent reseatchon teaching makes a contribution by showing that

dents requfre a very high success rate in order to progress effidkentlY.

Theoretical sources vary. on this point-a The achievement motivatibn lit-

erature suggests. that. s.502: success rate is optimal formaximizingachievet

went motivation, 4, least for individuals who do not fear failure
t
(Cr wford,

1978), and this finding has sometimes been inappropriately generaliied andi

transforted into the notion that classroom questions and assignments should
-

be geared to a 50% Success'raie. SiMilarly, writers who believe that high-.,

er level Or thought questions ite o'valuablethanlOwer level or fact

questions frequently state or imPly,that learning that is "too easy" is

likely to L. rppetiti;e, boring, or poilitlessi. On the other hand, mastery-.

learning a locates usually demand at leaet 80% success on assignments. and

taskd, aid programmed learning advocates expeSt to approach 100
/

Class-

roomtplata support the latter position,' indicating that teachers who pro-..

gramfbr 90-100% success rates Tem-student assignments produCe better Btu.:

dent learning than teachers who tolerate higher failure rates (Fisher

-<1\
-Berliner, Filby, Marliave, 4en-1, & DishaW, Vote 4).

The key concept here probably is matety to the point of overlearning.
..,

Sasi4 skills are taught in'hierarchically organized and sequenced stiands,
4,-

.e.....
so that success at ally given level usually requires applicationoof con-

cepts and skills mastered at
.

earlier levels; 'Typicaly, students are pot
- \,

abler etain and apply concepts and skills' unless they have be /en'masteret

/.to theP int oP°06erlearning, sojt is vital to teach to this'-levdliof mas-

\

tery consiatentlY'if consistent success ia te be reasonably expected. The

a

K



high success rates 'seen in the classrooms of highly effe.ctive teachers ex-
1%

ist,not only because:the teachers evoid:challenging students with material

that is too difficult for them to handle, but also because, the teachers see

that student4-practiceieW knowledge, skills sufficiently to attain the.1
/

IeVelof Aerlearning. EVen so, they Move through the curriculum at a brisk

academi -acts pties

,
.

pace, because they keep students profitably anga4ed in

most df the time.

; /

Students .Need Direct Instruction from the Teacher

o In general, studenti taught with structured hirricula do better than

those taught with more individpalized or discovery learning approaches,

and those who receive much of their instruction 4irectly,from the-teacher

.do better than those expected,t learn on their own.or,ftom ope another

Bennett, 1976; Br$hy & Evert n, 1976;1%age, w78; d.& Grouws, 1977;

Good, 1979,; McDonald Elias: 1976; Rosenshhe 1976;7,..Wright, 1975;

Zimmerman .& Jaffe, 1977; Stallings & Kaskowitz,ANoie 1; Stallings, et,

al.,'Note 3). It is.flif/cult to imagine how 'it could be otherwise;'

despite the appeal and:Occasional elegance of humanistic and discovery

learning Iheoties.

40-

A

./In order learn independently,,students must be able to read, under-
,

8610, and follow directions; identify key concepts; and correct their

awn errors. Furthermore, they must be willing and able tostffti:suffi-
ti

. ,

_____.cient.levels of concentration and effort. ,This combination of ability
f ' , .

,

and motiva9kon does not exist at all mating students inth4early elementary

grades, and probably' exists in only a miciority of Older students. In any/
.

.

,'

case, students apParently learn
,

/basic 6411s most efficiently when system-

atically taught, monitored, and given feedback by a teacher.

Students in the early . grades seem to require a lot of one-to-one dy-

adic interaction withthe teacher, who givesrthem opportunities for



1

_
.

,
:..practice and feedback, For efficiency reasonsf most of this dyddic inter-i

<O.

action occure.with in the 'small group setting, but it-is dyadic imtelpk tionc-",

4,' ,,

.neverthe'less. At these early grade levels, teachers who call on students
. ,

7 to recite in a predetermined patterned order diming small group instruc-

tion tend to be more succeful than teasers whq call on students ran-4t

c

domly (Anderson, EVertson,.& Brophy, 1979; Brophy and Evertson, 1976),
-.-

.

In"part, this is because the pattern method provides structure to stir-

dents who may need it and cuts down on the distractions caused by,Atude
,.

'

attempting to. coax the teecher to call on them. perhaps more important

ro

however, this meth'd automatically insures that all students-participate

y,

regularly and roughly equally. Earlier research on the communication 02

teacher expectations to st3denlg (reviewed by Brophy & Good, 1974) _showed

that teachers'who uselthe random method do not-acntally call on students

randomly. Instead, they tend to call on h4h achieVing students more of-,

ten than low. achieving students (and to pro4ide longer and higher' quality'

response opportunities' when they do call on them),andsthe more assertive

students create more response opportunities for themselves than the shy or

.-, withdrawn student's do. -Calling on. students in a predtetermined'patterned
z¢

'order autoMatiCallyredncesthese discrepancies, 41

At higher gde levels,. the need for dyadic interactions hetween theI4-%

teacher and ,each individual' student seeTs to give way to)theneed yor_more

briskly plced lessons and.dettViOies in which ihtpajority of the teachers'

ications are directed to the group or class as a-whole rathet-than

to4-pecif divi uals, Whole claSsp tations becOme th4 usual setting_

for introd ction of new' material, with small stoup activiti.; being used
, 4more for remedidl woik and extra work with students havehave dif ficultly

keeping up.. By about loath grade,, and increasingly thereafter,

typigaily do not have to interact individuallylgithe
teacher, but in-

stead are' able 'to learnby paying attention to the

ti

teacher's presentation.
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of information to the group as a whole (ty0icallY supplemented by interac-
t

. #1018 with'a'feW individuale).., In fact, at the higher grade level's, it

may be counterproductive
for,teachers to interrupt large group activities

.
for any length of time in ordef to deal. with concerns specific to an indivi-

dual' student, because this may lead to loss of lesson momentum and problems

of student inattention and disruption.

At any grade'level, then, teachers must optimize their instruction so
&

that they neither present too much too fast nor move too slowly with too
much' redundancy. The teacher effectiveness research of the 1970's makes

it clear that teachers who accomplish thie tasksuCcesafully will produce

More.legrning in their students, but it does not yield much information

about how the task can be accomplished'. 'How much new information should

be presented to the class in today's lesson? How much and4WhfLt kind of

practice or application opportunities will the class need? Who will need
.

,

/
extra help, and what form should this help take? When will the class be

. 'ready to moue on; and how will the teacher recognize when this point has

, been reached? These are among the questions that will be addressed in the

research of the 1980's,,particulAtly in studies of teachers' .planning, think-

ing, judgment, and decl'Aion ma1thg (cf. Clark 61 Yinger, 1977; Shavelsou,14976).

',. Different Contexts Call for Different Teache Behavior

One of the major contributions of the research of the 1970's was its

attention to context factors that can influence the auropriateness or.

effectiveness of particular teacher behavior. Under context factors I

would place a broad range of variables that would include student indivi-

dual dtfferences and status characteristics (age,a,sex, race/ethnicity,

social class, 'intelligence, cognitive style), subject matter, group struc-
9
rurel(individual vs. small group vs..whole class), task,structure (lecture,
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4

discussion! recitation, drill, seatwork assignment), instructional goals

(iritrodue new mat-gcial vs. apply new material vs. 'review vs. generalize

to new situations; promote mastery of basic s ills vs. promote interest

or enrichment through. exploratory

(more attention to procedures

Few of these context factors

, and .even time of year

required early in the year) *

uied yet, andIndne has been ii

vestigated systematically. When investigators do study such context factors,

however, they almost invariably report ligniiicant differences in What

constitutes effectiV-eteaching in the different contexts studied (Brophy &

Evertson, 1978).

Some of these context difference-combine to form larger patterns, as

in the relationship between student-age/intelligence/achievement level and

the degree to whlch the student is directly dependent upon the teacher for

learning. In general, to the extent that students are younger, less intelli-

gent, and/or less far along in mastering the key objectives of.a given curri-

culip, teachers will need to structure their learning experiences, give

more detailed and redundant instructions and explanatiorrs, interact more

indivi,dually and dioke often with each student, ellLit overt responses to que,53-

LiOuS and perfutmance demand6, plovide individualized teedback, divide st

work assignments
(1.

nto smaller segments of dev15C wdyd to prOvidtt more tie

fluent monitoring 4nd corrective feedback, and, in general, continually

direct and supervise learning activities: Older, brighter, and moreiled

students can assume more of the burden for managing their own learning, es-

pecially once they have made the transition from learning the tool skills

as ends in themselves to using the tool skills as means to learn other things.
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Several aspects of cognitive development 'associated with movement from

Piaget's preoperationarf;eriod into the period of concrete operations are

also important here. In particular, the development of meta-knowledge,

meta-memary, and related skills will enable students to begin to approach

learning tasks-more systematically and with cbntinuing awareness of what

they are trying to accomplish. Improved memorlihd concentration lead to

" the ability to work independenLiy long a p.,ater variety of assign-

ments. Other cognitive devalopments combined with mastery of' subskills''

to overlearning, allow 'students to begin to be able to evaluate their work,

to know whether or not they understand the task and how to go al)onc 'ing

it, and to check their answers and identify errors.

The fact that students can' assume more and more of the responsibility
1

for their own learning as they get older and more knoddedgeable does not

necessarily mean that they should, however. At least with regard eo.basic

skill mastery, the da a indicate that, within any patticular grade level,

students who get mor direCt instruction from their teacher will learn more

than students who gat ess direct Inst[uction Thus, although fourth graders

can work mote independently than tlInt guadel., and eighth graders more so

(h." fixadcts, ILL:ALL.ki,t from the tet..het tt.msins importantp
,-,h 61.dde .111,J ad"ll 1c.ttic(c, ',111 1,01L1

iht.ti guided eAt-tnalty tlstkin IcAr, 19/b, 196U).

A second major cluster of conte4t dependent relationships links scu

dent personality traits such as confidence-inhibition, assertiveness -shy-

Mesa, and field independence field dependence to the teachingsty.e dimen-

sions of demandlnemeSa-auppu'ilvenaa and a businesslike, Impersonal style ver-

sus an emphnsis on watmth nnd4more petsoudilLedinctactions. Students who
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are bright and confident,especialW if,they also tend toward a field inde-

pendent cognitive style, tend to prefertO be,,and to achieve more when, taught

by teachers who are oriented more toward subject matter than individuals, and'

who are intellectually stimulating but also demanding in their interactions

with students. Such teachers challenge their students to stretch themselves

intellectually and to put forth the effort required to do the best that

they can. Often they are sparing in their praise but detailed in their

criticism, although both

and concentrated on t

e and the criticisArtend to be impersonal

f the academic performance in question.

By demanding the...most from ..ents who are capable and desirous of

fulfilling these demands, such teachert, tend to get the most from such

students.

At the same time, however, they tend to terrorize or alienate other

students. This includes all, students who lack (or thirilt they lack) the

ability to meet the teacher' high standards, but most especially those

who are anxious, insecure, or fled dependent in cognitive style. These

students are frightened and dis ouraged by dem4ds and criticism, but they
' ,

respond well to support and encouragement, especially trum Leachers who

get to kilow Lnew personally and caLabllah chcatelve.a ao tawilloL and cut.

,:=LliCkl 1,..11,,i,.. 1..ths-L lha. JIbLculL ouLhotILy flwiLe lh, Leail:h,,Le who 0l4.1

deMa"d1116 IL (,,Ln 1, ,lied re)ectlo, u, puhihmeuL tot Aullu.e Lu dellve.),

buL by fostering iL gradually through pzaise, encouragement, expressions

of appreciation for effort and shared pride and happiness for accomplish-

went, and so on. This kind ut suppur L and encnura6emenr 4:_etWat. Lu be lm

puLLdat tot allAIOUCI of intle,ute CiLtsdeUl or any kind I. any aeiLing, but

especially ao for sLudenra whose raclal/cLhnIc group ur social class mem

bership makes them part of a minority group attending a school dominated
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by a majority group fromwhich they are (or feel) excluded (Brophy &

Evertson, 1970; Kleinfeld, 1972; Peterson, 1977; Solomon & Kendall, 1979;

St. John, 1971; Witkin, Moore,. Goodenough, & Cox, 1977).

One Way to attempt to respond to this set of relationships would be

to try to match teachers to students according to their styles and Oefer-

ences. This may be especially appropriate at the college level, where

choices of instructors teaching the same courses are often available, and

where student stylesaigrpreferences
have become .,developed to the point'

that some t9 will3r ,enize and be .:1,1es ri on them. However,

both logical considrations and empirical data suggest' that such match-

ing might not be in the long run best interests of the students (8tophy,

1978).

The logical ptoblem here is that matching of tAis kind may reinforce

existing styles or preferences and thus make already abnormal individuals
I

more abnormal. In the case of students who are overly anxious or teacher-

dependent, this is clearly not desirable. These students should get the

support, and encouragement they need, but ideally should be gradually weaned
;

; °away from their dependence. Such students probably will be much better

utt ia the loae, run it they gradually leatu to become more assertive, to

mak, d,claiuua Lak, taputtalbillLy tot them add to advance their

ideaa even wli. they Way be tiskiag fallat, UL disapproval

Although it la not as obvious, reinforcement of extremes of traits

like assertiveness or field independence can be counterproductive too.

Individuals with little interest in or tolerance for the thoughts or -feel-

ings of their peers might become better rounded as persons if they learned

to pay more atyntion to social stimuli. In addition to thee logicala

4104

consi tions, there are data indicate tl4at teaching students in the
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style, to which they are accustomed or the style Ohich they preierooes not

necessarily lead to better achievement, even though it iight lead to better

attitudes (Dotsel, 1975; Peterson, 1977; Peterson & Janicki, 1979).

Thus, attempting to match students to teachers probably is neither
' feasible nor effective as a solution to.the problems of opcim,izing educe-

?'
tion raised-by data on interactions between learner characteristics and

teacher behaviors. Instead, students will probably'be better served in

the long run if'teachers are trained to recognize and respond appropriately
to the needs and preferences of each individual student. .Ideally, this

would include not merely providing students w the k nde of treat-

ment they seem to require (or at least respond well to) a the moment,

but also weaning them away from narrow and rigid preferences toward a more

flexible and differentiated tolerance for and ability to handle a broad
... variety of situations and people. Tht, students who need a lot of per-

sonalized interaction and support would get it, ,.but even while providing
it, the teacher would be gradually weaning them from such dependence and

developing assertiveness, frustration tolerance, and sell aSSensmeut and

Leluto7Le.weilL skills Slmildrly, Leacheks who have beep LLlllglaag aloug

dnnlour. oi dl ICndled t'ludeatt. 01,w1 y
demanding .0 the

..4d11 -.115d
Ic..1_,,1d L., 11 1ifipa Uta

oo Lcbashlug ut the l. /U's rep.s.scuLb eu--0Us

wta1, compared with what was available previously.
However, the knowledgc..

accumulated is bounded by some important: limitations and qualifications.

l'ILbL. IL 1,..,.Lal,ns alwobL cALlublvely to InsLt.u,Liuh lu baolL aklllb whc.a..

Lhe ed.phauls 1u ou mbbLex,. clod Lhe ,o.11,:ulum lb hie.b.,h1Cally oLgani4e4

and bequeuced. Vey 11111, Is kuown about what ,uublItutes ettecLIVe
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teaching when the goal is to promote enrichment, discovery, or personalized

-learning. It does not seem likely that direct instruction will prove

to be the most effective method for these-purposes.

Affective Outcomes

The research on teaching in the 1970's'also was focused mostly on

1

cognitive goals, as measured by student performance on standardized achieve-

ment tests. When progress toward affective goals (student attitudes to-

ward the teacher or the subject matter) was investigated, the data revealed

that patterns of teaching that maximized positive student attitudes were
Ar

not the same patterns that MdAIMILed student learning (Evertson, Anderson,

Anderson, & tirophy, 1979; Ruud & Gionws, 197/: Fisher, et al. 4, 4).

This underscores the fact that effective teaching involves-optimizing

and balancing trade -offs. Beyond a c6rtain point, attempting to maxi--

mize student learning will cause students to feel unduly pressured and

thus reduce progress toward affective goals. Similarly, teachers who

concentrate on maximizing positive student attitudes probably can succeed,

but ,at a cost in p4Ogress toward achievement goals. The situation be-

comes even mote complex %when othet goal dLC COLIdideLed (promotion of

lia.clact_lw, and Jcvc:1,,pmeilL desirable group dynamics, pf.mu

tly. ot. kor moral devclopment).

Lelleve that research of the 1980's will Include much more

attention to such affective outcomes and the teacher behaviors that may
a

be associated with them. Considerable progress has been made already. in

linking classroom reward structures and activity structures to patterns

of social cooperation,and interaction among el4ssmates (Sbaran, 1980;

S in, 1980). We need more attentioteto individual affective variables



such as attitudei toward subject matter and school work, intrinsic totiva-
10..

timn to learn, s uation and reinforcement', an pr de in, accomplish -'

ment.

Progress is likely to come in these areas not merely because investi-

gators are-developing interest in them, but because new data collection

methods_ are being introduced. In the past, social and especially peson-
t

al Aevelopmenthavebeen measured with questionnaires and other structured

self-report instruments, with mostly unsatisfactory results. Too ten,

the'data collected.with such instruments represent not so much .studelits

\

genuine perceptions, attitudes, or-belief$ as the operation of response sets

tangential to the affective variables supposedly being measured. When allqwed

to make more than two choices in responding tp an item, some'students regu4larly

use the extreme categories, and other students regularly avoid them.

Many studerits will give answers that they,think.will please the teacher
k

or the test administrator rather than report thei;,true perceptions or.

attitudes. Many students w41 tject in a defensive or ego-enhanCing

way, claiming to be much happier or successful than they really are.

These and other factors introduCe so much noise into students' responses

to structuled self LepoLt 4118Ltumenis as to Lender those responses virtu-

ally uat.L.,.ao vv daLa.

1

RcLeudy, LowVet lulekcaCt,d Ill S dent.' dire,tive

development have begun to collect ditta that may bed or valid. Some

(44einsUein & Middlestadt, 1979; Rohrkemier', Note 5) haVe used open

ended
\

interviewing, in which students are encouraged to report their

perceptions in their own words. others have employed extended and "thick

description" forms of observation to determine students function in

group situations (Webb, 1980) or respond when they are unable to solve a.



seatwork problem (Anderson, Note 6). Still others have investigated
affectiVe outcomes as they are perceived and defined by teachers, based

_16

on'their experiences; rather than by psychologists, based on theory (Prawat,
1980).

Explaining Process-Outcome Linkages

Most of the process-outcome linkages establishes' by4the illteCh of

the 1970's i4main purely empirical. tat is,'eVen when we knowith'at cer-

tain teacher behavior is associate& with higher levels of student learn-

ing, we do not know why. Sometimes the answer is (or at least

f

seems)z.
Aous, as list the case it classroom meaagement skills that iacreaS\e the

percentages of time that students are engaged In academic activities.)

Lessons for other relationships are less obvious. For example, I noted

earlier that teachers in the early grades who run their small groUp recita-

tions by calling on students in a patterned order tend to be more success-

ful than teachers' who call on Sdents randomly, and suggested several

.pos isle reasons why this might be so. These are purely speculative, how-

ever; no out has investigated the matter systematically: No is it clear

why whole class lustructiuu to usually wort ettek.t.l& than small group

lublLuuLluti rikl rew grades, why teachers In the early grades

who praise wore otteu tend ro be less trtective L14111 Lea,AleLS Willi praise

less often (or why this ftlationship reverses in the higher grades) or

why teachers who ask relatively more high-level questions tend to be less

successful than teachers who ask feweriphigh-level questions.

Progress in clearing up such mysteries will require research tesigned

Lu identity the 1,:asons underlying process-- outcome relationships. This

er0

ittagain ngs up the need for thick description and for attention to pro- am

cess-procesa.relationships in addition to process outcome relationships.
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For example, consider the finding that teachers in the early grades who

praise more often tend to be less successful in producing learning than

teachers who praise'less often.- Is this a direct and s fic effect of

the praise itself,:or-are difatences in praiserequencies asso(;,iated

with other teacher differences th1t may, be more fundament41? Perhaps'

teachers who praise "too often" are prone to praise inapPl-opriately by

offering positive comments',when the,perfo tbance does not deserve them.

(Ifso, this may erode their credibility with the students. In_any case,"

it raises questions about theAteachers' intelligence or s-ocial percep-

tiveness.) Perhaps teachers who praise frequently tend to be more inter-

ested in affective than in costitive objectives, so that the process-out-
,-

come relationships spring from teacher values rather than.yecessarily

from teacher,sbilities. ,Until studies providing thick description.`'

of how teachers who differ in praise frequency both teach in general i.nd
. .

praise in particular become available, we remain unable to choose between

t )1 ese and other possible explanations for the procesk-outcome relationships
I' ',.,

involOug praise.

AnotitcL ptub14.:w with lit, tc6e0L4.11, ot the 19/0':, la tt L IL 10 La0ca

...I LAIC varla.l.0 cAlstlug amout5 couLewporary teachers ou the pro-

v.11.11:11)1(7. Lulled. Whet& aril Leachers Perform certain behaviors either
-

well or poorly, Clic rest,icted variation in the behaviors will revert

them from correlating significantly with outcomes", even when they may be
__-

important (cf. Anderson, Evertson, & Brophy, 1979). Even where there is

good variauce awoug teachers, so Chat significaut correlations are ob-

tained, these data du nut yield specific guidelines for instruction. To

stay, with your example, data from the early grades indicating a negative le

(



relationship between

tive teachers' praise

4

d stgitnt.learning.

relative to moie`e

egt that

0

effec-.

ective teacher'

Even if this correlational relationship should prove to result from a direc

causal link between frequency of.praise and_student leZrning4(which seems

unlikely), it does not provide specific guidance to eechers. How much
fa -

praise is too much? What is the optimal amount\? Attempts to answer these

queskions would require examination of plots and regression lines, not

97;

(mere reporting of correlational relationships. /
A

Irfr Furthermore, even if such'analyses were leted and yielded reasoti-

4

ably specific guidellnetPabout trLquency of praise ("Pia e 10% ot correct

answers."), the resu4ing guidelines wul0 be silent regarding when and

t-40

'.1lowtopraise.Morecomplete guidelines would require attention.to the

target of ow praise- (4Save your praise for brilliant .or Freative answers

1
or for completed work that resultg from considerattle effort. "), ,the nature

of ilee student ("Concentrate praise on students who seem to need it an:

),
.r.esp9ndwell to it; praise performance that represents noteworthy pro-

e gress or accomplishment fot this pdrticulat student, even if mute talented

peerS do Letter, "), the setting 01: conteAt ("MinimiLe praise 4.1%411416 pot,-

10;

lesDulls dud te.Atdtiu116, 1, dune IL ,11,tiactb LLUM the

leoAi And may aiubaLissa ceitain students."), and the phtc4611.16 ut ti4e

praise itself ( ",Praise should be contingent upon specific accomplishment
At.

and should call attention to this accomplishment by describing it.")

So far, most process-outcome research has confined itself to measuring

only the frequency of teacher-behavior variables, without building in

the qualitative and context-specfficdistinctions implied in these guide-
.

lines for praising. Such guidelines can be derived from theoretical sources
4
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and' from °Air kinds of clAssropm data (Brophy, in press), but they cannot

. .

be,.observed-or tested in soroceps-outcome research until such research be-
. c t

gins to introduce even mo, ilrcompIex and sophisticated methods of observes
. 1 (

Jug, codfiirg, and an2lyzfng teacher behavior.

i

The Research of ;he 1980's

--,11"'Tile process-outcome research of the 1970's has conv?ncingly linked

a comple)c-8f variables involving classroom management and organization
a

6

skills, direct instruction, and student engagement/time on'task,

to students' residual gains on end-of-yeatstandardizdd tests Of'b sic

skills. Thishas been an important. contribution. 1406ever, as Ih vs
-

.,
.

.-'. C
noted elsewhere (Brophy, 1979b), additional Studies with thA,same' general

/

research degign a doomed to continue replic'ating these basic relation-
lAr

ships withopt adding important news findings. The, problem is that teach-

er differences on the classroom management/direct instruCtion/student-

engagement cluster are so basic and tar, reaching as to mask the effec,3

of more restricted or subtle variables.such as the sequencing.and clarity

of pLebehLdLlou6 ol Lhe LeaLhetro oLyle of questioning and delivering

feedback to stodcntc,. Gonsegnently, researchers interested dkin process-

outcome'llni.ages will Le shifting to new\pafadigma in the 1980's.

To investigate subtle instructional variables efficiently, it will
,

be necessary to control or at least ymit the variation in teachers' class-

room management skills and time spent in direct instruction, and to shift

from studying effects across a school year on end -of- -year achievement tests

to studying immediate or at, least short-term outcomes of instruction. In

)
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addi-i-ion to performance on tests, these outcomes will include student be-
,

haViorpi tradittonally classified as process variables rather than product

variables: attention,to-teacher presentations, performance during iecita-

tions, epgagement inseatwork assigipents, and so on.' Even where test nata

are used, the emphasis will switch from broad, norm - referenced tests to

much briefe criterion-rakerence4,tests for mastery of the specific eon -'.

t6ht taught- during the periods. of instruction under study.

Some of this work will be exOrimental, as in the recenveries of

programmati64studieS on teacher clarity conducted by Land and-Smith (1979).

'.' . .

Most of the work will probably still be naturalistic. In eithet case, it
. .

will be important, to move beyond the familiar but largely6t71ntformative

\
.-.

decision - oriented evaination-studY'tWhich is more effective, method A or
i i *

-

methdd B?), and begin to ad4ess more sophisticlted process,- outcome questions

( .

(What are the simil ities and 'differences in the effects Oismethod4. and

method B? Are there trade-offs, such that method.A is more effJctive for

it

certain objectives but method B is more effective for others objectives?

If one. method is better than the other, why is this so-what are its

immediate effecliron students duri actual instruction that seem to ex-

plain the performance differences observed later o,n he test?).

I believe that the research of the 1980's will begin to address these

questions systematically, a\rd in the process, will start to achieve the
e

first real integration of research on teaching with research on learning.

In order to analyze and explain'why teachdlr behaviors have the effects
A

that they do. on students, it will be necessary to link teacher behaviors

t

41
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to immediate an 'short -term student outcomes such asmatheMagenic. behaviors,

.Aktention and task engagement, success rates, response sets, and error

21-

1r
patterns. As researchelta,studying teaching payimore attentli.onto context,-

especially toliteachere' immediate goals, we should -begirk tosSee more apeci.

I

.fic identificatiOn of'relevant,akudent-behaviorvariables and.speCiffdation-

of ideal outcomes. Influenced by Doyle (1977) and others4:whci have

taken an ecological perspective in analyzing, classrooms and aguia fcjbal-:

anang the emphasis on the teacher with an equal focus on th/e student, re-

searchers studying teaching have begun to analyze-the performance' demands
6

that different teaching behaviors impose on students. This may be only
.

the first step in What will eventu beeome a genuine integration of

research 6a teaching with research on learning.
)

Integration with RebearCh pn Learning

While these events are occurring in research on teaching, some paral-,

lel"Changes have been occurring in research on curriculum organization and

lea,rning. Traditionally, researchers interested in the application of
4

the ideas of learning theorists such as Gagne, Glaser, or Keller have con-

centrated their efforts on curt1Ldlum development. In particular, there

tias 13.5en a tocv un the furor dud ot.ganizacion df curriculnrivracher than
'4

att

Kathemagenic activities are student behaviors relevant to achieve-
ment of instructional objectives: attending or orienting to relevant
input, processing the input and translating it into internal speech or
representations, segmenting the input Into meaningful units,,and soon.

1.

.10
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upon its ;delivery. to ,the' learner. The result has been. an accumulation

t 4'
.

a
knOwledge about how traditional instructional materials (text books,

workkooks).can beimp-roved, supplemented,,_ or even 'replaced by innova-

tions such as prograMmed texts, audiovisual instructional systems, or

computer-directed learning. .Researchers in.thia.tradition haVe had lit -'

tle tc.say; however, about the::deliverY,syStem" which has always been

dominant at.the.elementary.and secondary leye1 likely to remain

- so in the future: the clasSroom teacher.

This, too, ischanging..

development- tradition have largely ndoned the notion of develoOing

"teacher prooft curriculum and have begun'to,turn serious attention to

Researchers from the learning and curriculum

tyUy o th# teacher behaviors involved in curriculW; ftmentation.

The DISTAR program, for example, includes a model Of instruction along

with curricula and materials'in its learning prOgrAm. Recent experimental.=

wort( done in classrooms implementing the DISTAR program has yielded us

inegrmation about the nature and sequencing of examples used to introduce

6

concepts (Carnine, -1.980) and about teacher control- of lesson,pacing and

error rates (Carnine, 1976). McKenzie and H nry (1979)'have shown that

teacher presentations of the content tend to be more effective when

they include "test -like events" that require each individual in thegelass

to respond actively than when they merely require the majority of indivi-

duals to palsively observe while a few peers,respond:

,Just as educational psychologists concerned with learning and curri-

culum development have become interested in teacher behaviors, develop-

mental psychologists have become interested in children' a. cognitive ftinction-

'ing:' Case (1975, 1978), for example, has developed guidelines for gearing

the demands ofinstruction to the developmental capacities of learners. Blank,
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(1973) has conSidered the types of questions and performance demands tit

may be needed for effective instruction -of inhibited or uncommunicative

young learners. Zimmerman '(Zimmerman & Jaffe', 1977; Zimmerman & Blotner,

1979) has studied modeling as an instructional strategy. J.

In general, then, process-outcome researchers are becoming more in-

terested in learner variables,just as echicational and develOpmental psych-

ologists are'becoming more interested in.teacher variables. The develop-

ment and merging of these interests should fuel a major trend in the 1980's:

research on teaching that springs from concern about the thinking and be-

haviar that the teaching is supposed,to Stimulate in students',(that(is,

the immediate outcomes of teaching as observed In students' process behaviors).

This emphasis is sorely needed, especially in research on seatwork and

remedial instruction.

Heretofore, research on teaching has concentrated on teacher-student

interaction during public lessons and recitations. Yet, students in most

classrooms spend more than half of their time in seatwork (Rosenshine & Ber'-

liner, 1978; Fisher,et al., Note 4). We need much more information on the

kinds of seatwork that are appropriate and on how teachers can effectively

present the seatwork to students, monitor their performance, and provide

feedback as needed. Anderson (in progress) has begun, to address this prob-

lem. '!1

Little is known about effective remedial instruction either. The

diagnoses and prescriptions of supposed experts (specialists in learning

disabilities, remedial teaching, and related fields) are not even reliable,

let alone established as valid or effective (Weinshank, Note 7). Ciirriculum

guides and teachers' manuals do not provide much help here (typi-

cally they assume implicitly that students will learn without difficulty;

tiLJ

1
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in any case, they present little or no advice;.on what to do when diffi-.

culties. aria"). Recent work in reading and mathematics learning has

begun'to focus.on the heuristics that students devise for, comprehending

curriculum content and responding to practice exercises, and on the kinds

of errors they are likely Lto make'(and the reasons for them). Much more

information is needed on how teachers can identify(fhe processes students

are using to respond to content, diagnose students' errors, and respond

with effective remedial teaching. Some of this research will be.content

specific to the point that it will be of interest only to subject matter

specialists. However, i't seems likely that several general types of stu-

' dent confusion can be identified, leading to the development of specific.

principles for teacher response to each type. Eventually, this type of
1

research should produce guidelines that teachers can use to respond to

questions such as the following. When should ....teachers withhold help

and merely require or encourage students to overcome confusion on their

own? When should teachers give'the answer? When should they give clues

that will provide help, to the students but still require them to generate,

at least part of the solution on their own?. What. kinds of clues are appro-

priate (and are some kinds counterproductive)? Whgt are the key differences

between responding to a student, who understands the process but has made a

mechanical error versus a student who has used an incorrect process versus a

student who has missed a key'item of information versus a student who is

completely confused and does not even know how to'begin?

The Role of Teacher Values, Jud nt-, and Dec sion Making

Raising such questions serves as a reminder that teaching is highly

complex, involving constdnt monitoring of learner re-.onse and adjustment

to deal with whatever contingencies arise. Research n teaching can inform
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teachers about the probable outcomes of their decisions, but cannot make

those decisions for them, even within the relatively restricted domain

of decisions:solely concerned with maximizing student learning (without

consideration of other worthy objectives)'.

So long as teachers must deal with classes of 25 or 30 students instead

of tutoring single individuals, there will be trade-offs between meeting

the needs of any individual and meeting the needs of other individuals.

or of the class as, a group. This necessarily requires the application

of values, and not just skills. Thus, although teaching can and should

become much more of a data-bases applied science than it is now, it will

always remain at least partly a clinical profession involving planning,

judgment, and decision making.

3
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